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To discuss the traditional role of the National 
Disaster Medical System in US disaster 
preparedness and response and the developing 
“new paradigm”
To discuss the recent history of NDMS , the 
resulting severe underfunding of the system and 
the general lack of morale and attrition 
To describe the current state of preparedness of 
NDMS for disaster response
To discuss ways to save NDMS before it is too 
late



Chief Medical Officer of FL-1 DMAT since 
2003
Current Chair—American Board of Disaster 
Medicine (ABODM)
Assistant Professor in Department of Family 
Medicine at McMaster University in Ontario
2008 Senior Policy Fellow in Homeland 
Security at George Washington University’s 
Homeland Security Policy Institute



NDMS is no longer the readily deployable, 
robust system it once was, due to:

Chronic, severe underfunding and redirection of 
budget
Significant attrition since Hurricane Katrina
Severe morale problems system-wide
Apparent apathy  (or worse) & inertia in Washington

Without significant change, NDMS will not be 
able to respond adequately to the nation’s 
future disasters



That NDMS is being marginalized as DHHS 
prepares to upgrade the Commissioned 
Corps of the USPHS to serve as the “first-
line” in disaster response
That States will be expected to develop at 
their own expense State DMATs like Florida 
& California—feds will not be needed as often
That US disaster preparedness and response 
will suffer significantly as a result







Bay St Louis MS BoO, FL-1 DMAT and MO-1 
DMAT



FL-1 DMAT Command Sept 4, 2005 Trailer 
After Hurricane Katrina—Bay St Louis MS



FL-1 DMAT BoO at Chalmette, LA 
After Hurricane Rita, September 29, 
2005



FL-1 Team Tent Sept 4, 2005 Bay St 
Louis MS



We all wash together (separate showers of 
course)



A nationwide medical response system 
Created by Presidential Directive in 1984
Primary Mission: Backup medical support for 
DoD and VA during conventional overseas 
conflicts
Secondary Mission: Supplement state and local 
emergency resources during disasters and 
emergencies
Activated by the President (Stafford Act), or by 
DoD, or by Public Health



NDMS has never been activated by DoD for 
overseas conflict medical support
After 9/11, NDMS mission expanded to 
include medical response to terrorist attacks
Also, pre-staging for national security “special 
events” like Democratic National Convention, 
Presidential Inauguration, etc.



Created under Public Health Service in 
DHHS in 1984
Remained in DHHS until moved to FEMA in 
2002
FEMA (and NDMS) moved to DHS in early 
2003
After the Katrina debacle, NDMS moved 
again to DHHS as of January 1, 2007



Now under DHHS—we have been retasked…
Mission is now:

“Lead the Nation in preventing, preparing for, and 
responding to the adverse health effects of public 
health emergencies and disasters”

NDMS located in the Office of Preparedness and 
Emergency Operations (OPEO) which reports to 
Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and 
Response (ASPR) of DHHS, RADM Craig 
Vanderwagen



5000 volunteers nationwide in 107 
geographic areas
System used to have >7000 volunteers
1,818 participating hospitals
110,605 precommitted beds
Recently redesigned system broken into 3 
regions—NDMS East, Central and West



DMATs 55
National Medical Response Teams

4
Burn Teams

5
Peds DMATs

2
Crush Medicine Team 1
IMSurTs 3
Mental Health Teams 3
VMATs 3
DMORTs 11
Joint Management Team 1
Nurse Pharmacist Response Teams



NDMS has 3 Components:
Deployable medical response (austere)
Patient evacuation
Definitive medical care (through NDMS Hospitals)



DMATs At Work: Louis Armstrong International 
Airport, New Orleans—Shortly After  Hurricane 
Katrina Landfall













Warnings since 2002—Democratic 
Congressional Report (Waxman, Thompson 
& Melancon)
NDMS eroded by:

Mismanagement
Bureaucratic reshuffling
Inadequate funding 
Transfer to DHS/FEMA in 2003 further 
undermined readiness



Originally, DMATs categorized  at 4 levels:
Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IV



Able to triage & treat 250 patients/day x 3 
days with no resupply
Able to muster 35 person roster in 4 hours
After activation, deployment ready in 6 hours
Full DMAT cache
105 or more deployable personnel including 
12 physicians, 3 PA or NP, RN, RPh & 
paramedics



Required didactic training online—for Level I 
status, 90% of team personnel had to 
complete the NDMS “core curriculum” AND 
50% had to complete the NDMS “advanced”
training by August 2005
Team had to participate in at least 2 field 
exercises, one observed by NDMS senior 
staff
Had to have past full deployment to austere 
environment



Like Type I except full roster 6 hours (instead 
of 4 hours) and deployment ready in 12 hours 
(instead of 6 hours)
Only required 90 or more personnel (instead 
of 105) with 9 physicians (instead of 12)
Not required to have previously deployed to 
austere environment
Full  DMAT Cache



Used to augment or supplement Type I & II 
teams
75% rostered within 12 hours
Deployment ready in 24 hours
50 or more personnel with at least 6 
physicians and 2 or more PA or NP, RN, RPh
and paramedics
May have full or partial cache
Less stringent requirements for training



Used to supplement other teams
Not meeting minimal deployable standards
A purely “developmental” team



Combined Day Shift Team Meeting, FL-1 and 
MO-1
Bay St Louis, MS September 2005



Maybe 10% of 55 teams are at Type I 
preparedness while Team Typing has gone 
by the wayside—now either “deployable” or 
“developmental”
Adherence to staffing requirements not 
required (e.g. “fully” deployable teams no 
longer have to have 3 tiers of 35 or 105)
System personnel have shrunk from 7000+ to 
5000



Procedures for new applicants are extremely 
onerous and require unfunded travel (often 
significant distances) for fingerprinting, 
credentialing, immunizations and more
Just when you think you’ve jumped through 
all the right hoops—the 6 month time frame 
has gone by and you have to have new 
fingerprinting done



Complete freeze on hiring new NDMS personnel 
from Hurricane Katrina until about 3 months ago 
(2 years +) 
During that period, NDMS reportedly lost up to 
20% of its deployable personnel
Recruitment still not actively permitted—awaiting 
DHHS “package”
DHHS is just now going through applications 
from 2 years ago (under FEMA) before recruiting 
freeze



There has been no formal online training in 
over 2 years (training contract cancelled)
Field training budgets severely compromised 
or completely gone
Warehouses for equipment being cancelled 
system-wide—move to “regionalize caches”
This means caches not being properly 
maintained and trained on first time you see 
it is when you need it !



No longer allowed in Field Training Exercises
Used to be permitted
An important part of training for medical 
providers who do not usually work together



NDMS trucks in poor state of repair and 
unreliable
Equipment promised and monies deducted 
from team budgets never show up
Team personnel have been “warned” to stay 
away from Congressmen about the situation



NDMS funded by feds just before Christmas--
$47 million, up $3 million from FY2007
BUT—word from on high is we must cut, cut, 
cut
Example—one team had $200K taken out of 
their FY2007 budget for new 
warehouse this has now been cancelled but 
the money is still gone



Example of budget “misappropriation”:
Team charged $110,000 of $330,000 annual 
budget for:

5 “Toughbook” laptops
5 Blackberrys
Pagers that were not needed and never received

Budget of $50,000 for running team office this 
year when last year required $85,000



Perhaps the single most important line item
The number of hours each command staff will 
be funded per week
Example—Administrative Officer of our team 
allowed 39 hr/week last year this year 8 
hr/week
AO has to maintain credentials, phone & 
email lists, immunization files, training files, 
etc 8 hr inadequate to maintain deployability



NDMS will not allow teams to deploy their 
own equipment to a federal deployment
Only “NDMS cache” allowed
NDMS caches are usually poorly stocked, 
with defective equipment
Teams no longer allowed to augment with 
their own resources



Teams almost always arrive at least 2 days 
ahead of the pharm cache
They have no meds to treat patients with and 
in disasters local pharmacies are usually 
closed/destroyed—so we see patients but 
have nothing to treat them
Feds won’t give us pharm caches to maintain 
ourselves out of concern for “drug security”



Contents of cache kept from team 
pharmacists until cache assigned (we’re all 
on same side….)
Contents of cache not updated and are 
inadequate—e.g. few drugs and supplies for 
people with diabetes, hypertension, other 
chronic conditions
SOPs  non-existent
During Katrina, FEMA tried to limit DMATs to 
prescribing ONLY what was in the pharm
cache



California Wildfires—pharm cache sent from  
Moffett Field to DMATs in advance of their arrival
Rear Adm Vanderwagen MD (Asst Secretary 
ASPR) stated in a letter to DMAT Commanders 
this month:

“This demonstrates the flexibility & agility of the 
pharmaceutical resupply process used by ASPR 
Logistics.”

Problem: it took a Pharmacist and Pharm Tech 3 
days to assess, inventory and replace the 
expired items. Two complete pharm caches had 
to be rehabilitated



After Wildfire deployment:
2 rehabed pharm caches returned to Moffett Field
Immediately locked in secure facility
No opportunity for receivers to re-inventory of 
check condition of caches
Only verification—the paperwork sent by the 
DMAT to Moffett….



Teams have been under DHHS since 
January 1, 2007 but all our radios are still 
programmed to FEMA frequencies (not used 
by DHHS)
Teams are forbidden to bring their own comm
equipment: “Any team caught using non-
encrypted, unapproved comm equipment will 
be immediately sent home”



Our comm equipment is not interoperable 
with the military or civilian sector comms
Bizarre situations where incoming aircraft 
cannot be coordinated or “warned off” except 
with semaphore/hand signals



Just last week, NDMS Command lost another 
16 admin/finance positions per order of ASPR
Multiple, credible sources in DHHS, DHS, 
and the White House indicate we are being 
systematically “taken apart” as an 
organization



A Huey Lands At FL-1 DMAT BoO in Chalmette, LA After 
Hurricane Rita, September 27, 2005



The Secretary of DHHS may have “other 
plans”…
Extensive report produced Oct0ber 19, 2006:

Commissioned Corps Transformation 
Implementation Plan
The USPHS Commissioned Corps—full time, 
uniformed service
It seems these guys may become “first out” for our 
nation’s disasters instead of DMATs



The document calls for the CC to be 
incorporated into readiness and response 
planning:

HHS should organize, train, equip, and roster 
medical and public health professions in pre-
configured and deployable teams
Create and maintain a dedicated, full-time, and 
equipped response team of Commissioned Corps 
officers of the USPHS

President did call for this in the Katrina 
Report to assist NDMS not to replace



Tier One: 
Health and Medical Response  (HAMR) Teams—4 
hour response time

315 CC officers on teams (budget allocation request 
at nearly $37 million per year when entire NDMS 
system gets $47 million per year for 90+ teams)

Rapid Deployment Force (RDFs)—12 hour 
response time

5 x 105 members/team—2 in DC area, one in 
Atlanta, one in Phoenix and one in Dallas



RDFs include:
1 Chief Medical Officer
8 docs
8 NP/Pas
4 Dentists
24 Nurses
8 Pharmacists
4 Mental Health Providers
4 Ots
4 Med Records people
24 Command Staff and support people



Tier One:
Secretary’s Emergency Response Team 
(SERTs)—12 hour response time

10 teams of 30 officers/team
One SERT in each of ten HHS regions in US

Tier Two:
Tier Two Health Team (TTHTs)—36 hour 
response time

10 x 105 members per team
Mimics RDF Staffing but slower to deploy



Tier Two:
Allied Public Health Team (APHTs)—36 hr 
response

5 x 47 officers/team
Includes Industrial Hygienists, Hazardous/Solid 
Waste Experts, Epidemiologists, Env Health, 
Disaster Response Engineers, Food Safety 
Inspectors, Veterinarians, Physicians (Prev Med), 
PH Nurses and Health Educators
Virtual Teams not all in one area—spread over the 
US but linking electronically



Tier Two:
Mental Health Team (MHTs)—36 hour response

5 x 26 officers/team
Includes Social Workers, Psychologists, Psychiatrists, 
Incident Stress folks
Virtual Teams

Tier Three:
The rest of the CC—will have only basic readiness 
training

Tier Four:
The Inactive Reserve—2000 people



CC will be categorized according to level of 
disaster response ability

Numero Uno HAMR  (Health and Medical 
Response) Teams

F/T employees of the Surgeon General
Dedicated to readiness & response activities
Will be “highly trained”
Deploy on behalf of ASPR
Train other officers
Provide clinical & public health services at HIS Service 
Units or HRSA Migrant or Community Health Centres



4 Tiers of CC exactly similar to 4 Levels of the 
“Old NDMS”
Makeup of teams exactly similar to DMATs—105 
officers included!
Will be Secretary’s “first out” bunch
Corps to grow to 6600—close to what NDMS 
had in its hey-day (7000)
So where do DMATs fit? Tier 5, Inactive Reserve 
or not at all??



CC officers are a great bunch of people who 
serve their country with dedication and honor
BUT:

They lack disaster training/experience
They do not work in Emergency Departments or 
Critical Care as a general rule—more likely PH roles, 
HIS, seconded to other branches of government, etc.
They will be required to have ACLS, PALS and ATLS 
as part of their “ highly trained readiness training”—
med students get same courses but you wouldn’t want 
them as your primary  disaster response group!



A good idea but states have to come up with 
the money and infrastructure themselves
Florida and California have these and they 
work great (SMRTs)
Can small states like RI, CT or population-
poor states like NV, WY handle creating such 
a costly and voluminous infrastructure?
Feds are counting on it to get them off the 
“quick deployment” hook



First Question—does it have a future?
ASPR reportedly intends to increase the number 
of DMATs by 15 while simultaneously severely 
curtailing budgets and readiness of existing teams 
(go figure that…)
Maybe the 15 new teams will be part of the 
inactive Corps Reserve? Or will they be backfills 
for the CC?
Current 55 DMAT teams have reputation for 
feistiness and “being a thorn in the side” in DC—is 
it time to dispense with current teams??



The 2008 State of the Union Address
Normally a couple of full DMATs are 
deployed just in case
This year—just 2 small NDMS Strike Teams 
deployed tasked with unloading trucks only



Immediate budget reallocation to $60 million 
dollars for 3 years at least to rehabilitate 
system
Keep current structure in terms of DMATs, 
DMORTs, VMATs, etc
Improve recruitment by streamlining process
Create a subgroup of NDMS who will be F/T 
federal Reserve officers who work in the 
private sector but can be called up at any 
time (i.e. not volunteers)



All teams must have warehouses, their own 
caches including pharmacy caches they 
maintain onsite
Training budgets will be returned and online 
training reactivated
Teams will be allowed to augment the federal 
equipment with their own stuff
Team budgets will have adequate monies for 
command staff readiness work—at least 
$125,000 per team per year



•FL-1 DMAT singled out  in White House report 
for praise as a result of our work in MS post- 
Katrina

•At Bay St Louis we saw >6500 patients in 2 
weeks

•At NOLA we saw >3000 patients in 2 weeks

•Thousands cared for in extremely austere 
environments

AN EXAMPLE OF A SUCCESS 
STORY…



NDMS is in big trouble—no longer readily 
deployable
Budget cuts and attrition destroying system
ASPR seems bent on upgrading 
Commissioned Corps to replace NDMS
States will need their own DMATs in new 
system
CC personnel don’t have the boots-on-the-
ground experience to handle it



Questions 
?
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